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The love and greatness of Creation is all around you. Everywhere, anywhere and anytime. Truly, one 
must ask themselves, with all this beauty around them - are they ever really alone?

That which is now must become that which is then. Such which exists as is, becomes what was, and so,
the entire universe and existence is in a constant flux of becoming and passing - bound to the 
timelessness of change and recycling. Even now, the materials that exist in your body once existed in a 
star, and before that, another star, and inevitably, will be swallowed by a black hole to be spat out and 
re-created once more. Truly, that which flows through you has always flowed through the universe and 
always will.

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 42: It's Feeling Creational True Love (Meditation)  
Meditation isn't some trip or drug the earthling loves to jerk off to, and living a Creational existence is 
living on a plane that is above material-degeneration. To connect to the innermost nature; the truest 
voice within, reveals that when the human stops to smell the roses (Meditate), he/she realizes that this 
power, this wisdom, and this love they unlock and deepen in, didn't suddenly begin existing because 
they called on it. Rather, it was always there, and it always will be there, giving the state of true 
universal-love; the finest spiritual perception that can never be thwarted by simple emotions and 
feelings. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oFeIY3U7cU

September 2, 2019

When one goes after something or someone, regardless of whatever or whoever it is, then there 
comes a point where one questions themselves. They evaluate from all angles; they ask if it is 
right and if it is worth it. However, if the innermost voice leads the human being forward, which 
shouldn't be mistaken with the material-ego's deceptive traps, then the human should listen to 
the guidance of their true best friend, regardless of whatever trial or tribulation they may be 
facing. Success, knowledge, love, empowerment (might) and wisdom await for those who heed the
guidance of their innermost nature. 

Return to Natural Order (Creation-Regulation)
The earth human, between their arrogance and sheer stupidity, has placed his/her material-intellect 
above the logic of the spirit which is essentially the logic that pervades through all things and gives all 
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things purpose, direction and life. Thus the question the earth human must ask themselves, in their 
overindulgence to jerking off to their self-induced material-intellectualism, is why can they never find 
any true, lasting solutions to their problems, sciences or why is it that even with their incredible, 
fantastical philosophies and beliefs, they can never discover any true lasting peace, satisfaction, 
certainty and order? The earth human in their arrogance believes their material intellect to be above 
nature's way; that which even gave man the necessary body and physical evolutionary line to even 
evolve into becoming human from once a simple cell. Yet this order is never thought of, contemplated 
and reflected on. Mankind of earth only looks to the effects, never to the causes, or just in general, a 
one-sidedness which time and time again blinds him/her from ever discovering the totality of truth, 
leading to confused, half-baked philosophies, sayings, sciences, educations, upbringings, and the effect 
of such causes is precisely why the earth humankind continues to create half-baked human beings.
Talent without heart, ambition without compassion, achievement without lasting success, discovery 
without certainty, intimacy without love, happiness without joy, are all just few of the many aspects of 
why mankind lives their lives in only a halfness, and even with their great riches, intellectual and 
scientific discoveries or philosophical enlightenments, can never amount to any iota of total certainty 
and lasting success, joy, wisdom and peace, simply because earth mankind is too caught up in their 
overbearingness to their material intellect. They create their educations, politics, philosophies, modes 
of living and lifestyles on this one-sidedness and wonder why they never feel completion? Yet it must 
be said that this entire folly is mankind's own doing and his/her inability to let the material-intellect be 
what it should be - which is not to be completely destroyed and downtrodden, rather, to be the car; the 
tool, to the real driver which is the spirit and the logic of the spirit. Even those human beings who 
discover the spiritual teaching and coming into the truth with the material-intellectualism, find the 
mechanisms of consciousness and get so caught in these mechanisms that they fail to even understand 
why the consciousness exists. As amazing and incredible as the consciousness is, at the end of the day, 
the consciousness still remains simply a tool for the evolution of spirit. Even the purpose of physical 
life, that is of course consciousness evolution, is still an avenue; a path that leads to the inevitable 
evolution of the Creation. Mankind in his/her blindness still cannot process that the material is the 
bottom of the waterfall and the spirit and its logic remains at the top. Logic is the structure and order of 
Creation; essentially its power and the working-flow of it. Thus when one refers to logic, they do not 
simply only refer to material fact and consequentiality of fact, rather, they refer to the entirety of both 
sides of which flows from the top to the bottom. This simple concept, which is of course linked to 
positive and negative, becoming and passing, top and bottom, black and white, up and down, night and 
day, sun and moon etc. is the basic process of reality concerning the law of two-fold which in the 
physical belt of Creation-universe applies in coarser, denser forms such as the case with having the 
separation between male and female. In higher spiritual spheres, these forms still exist but do not exist 
in the lower density as is the case with physical existence. The Universal-Consciousness, thus the 
power above all powers in this Creation; aka The Creation itself, is already in perfect union-oneness 
with positive and negative and can indeed be considered perfect-balanced-harmonization of both forces
as one. It is earth mankind in his/her delusions of separation that tries to separate Creation from 
creation but such is simply impossible because all is creation whether or not the earth man wishes to 
confront this fact or not. Earth man, in his/her idiotic delusions, says that the 'spiritual' has no place 
with the scientific, and so, he/she blocks out the logic of the truth; the wisdom that came before him/her
and remains after he/she leaves. On the other side, religions, in their delusions to control the masses 
and their sick, mindless addiction to power over others, distort and warp the truth, seeing the logic of 
the spirit; effectively the logic of Creation, to be silly and ungodly. They would rather make themselves
into the Creation and put him/herself above it, making their gods, tin gods, celebrities, politicians, 
sciences, cars, jobs, clothes, looks, bodies, intellect, consciousness and the whole 9 yards of material as
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first and foremost despite the fact that the material remains follower to the true leader. Indeed, the 
material can be considered the sub-product of the spirit because though the material is the material, it is
not separate from Creation nor is it suddenly 'unspiritual', because truly, ALL is SPIRITUAL, simply 
in different forms, condensations and densities. Thus the spirit is not using some mere vessel, rather, 
the spirit is using a SPIRIT-BODY which is the truly correct way of thinking about the material body, 
and by extension, the material is not some mere plane of robotic-existence, rather, it is still the grounds 
of creation and thus, can indeed be considered a SPIRITUAL REALM whereas what the earth human 
describes as the 'spiritual-realm' or the 'other side' is simply a different time-space-configuration of 
much higher spheres and dimensions of EXISTENCE. Therefore ALL is Creation and ALL is 
SPIRITUAL, and indeed, as nature shows man that the water from the top of the waterfall flows to the
bottom, same applies with higher dimensions of existence as is the case with what mankind thinks of as
the 'spiritual-side' flowing into the 'physical' side. Yet even among so-called 'spiritual-gurus' and their 
circles, along with isolationist and monk, Buddhist-philosophies and the like, such thinking counteracts
their erroneous delusions because though they may have some elements of truth and living in truth, 
they are still equally as stupid as the over-enthused to the material side except they are flipped on the 
opposite. They too believe in this idiocy of one-sidedness and fail to make any true amounts of 
progress. He/she in such lifestyles have only traded one evil ill for another, especially if they ran from 
the over-westernization-materialism. The sooner the human being comes to the total and complete 
understanding of Creation as one and the entirety of existence as a oneness, the quicker earth mankind 
saves themselves from total extinction. The imbalance of Earthlings has gone so out of whack that it is 
completely unnatural, even among worlds that make mistakes, nowhere in the known universe is it as 
horrible as it is with earth mankind's delusion to their one-sidedness which in no way makes up 
ONENESS because oneness only comes from UNITY, which by default, demands there to be two.
A return to natural order, which shouldn't be confused with those so-called natural sciences and other 
nonsensical, idiotic ideologies the earthling loves to masquerade as being whole when in reality it's still
simply a one-sidedness, is no longer a luxury, rather, a necessity for mankind's survival. Nature; the 
laws and directives of Creation; the source programming of existence, not only mindlessly grows itself,
rather, it protects, sustains, corrects and maintains itself. Thus degeneration must sooner or later be 
accounted for by the natural law of causality, and so, the earth mankind's degeneration and one-
sidedness, despite their ignorance, inevitably leads to the correcting for better or for worse, because 
whether or not mankind wants to confront this fact - the fact that ALL is Creation and ALL is subject 
to CREATION, these rules of reality is at work, was at work and will be at work for eternity. Earth 
mankind is not above nature and if he/she does not adhere to the naturalness of real order - the brazen 
Creational regulation, then he/she will be swallowed by it inevitably.

Those who blindly link FIGU / Meier articles and proselytize others, essentially trading one evil ill for 
another by intentionally and unintentionally godifying Meier, the Plejaren, FIGU etc. do a horrendous 
injustice to the true merit, work and integrity of the mission and by extension, enact a total disrespect 
to Meier, FIGU and the Plejaren themselves. The mission, the spiritual teaching etc. is the most 
important 'weapon' in our arsenal to combat the destruction of mankind and no person in their right 
mind would or should take any of this acolyte groveling, hypocrisy and blind believing with no 
questioning seriously because it does far more harm than good. 

Above Billy, above FIGU, above PSI, stands the most important thing to man and that is Creation and 
it should be honored above all. When Creation is honored the human being him/herself is lifted upon its
wings.
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Neutrality is not: - Pacifism, Passiveness, Buddhism, Ghandism, Humbleness, Groveling, 
Submissiveness, Doing Nothing, Non-confrontational, Sweeping things under the carpet, apathy, 
indifference, lovelessness, robotic, etc. 

Neutrality is: - Standing for the truth, Balance between positive and negative in equal measure (not to 
be confused with good and bad), Modesty, Certainty of self and self knowledge and wisdom, 
individualism, fairness, unity, harmony, naturalness, and love 

User Posted:
Above Billy, above FIGU, above PSI, stands the most important thing to man and that is Creation and 
it should be honored above all. 
When Creation is honored the human being him/herself is lifted upon its wings.

September 3, 2019

#PSI   What is Creation (Universal Consciousness)?  
The Creation is the immeasurable secret floating in immeasurable greatness. The Creation is 
truthliness, the all-embracing, comforting, completeness, instruction, equality, rightness, realization, 
experience, admonishment, discipline, remembrance, revelation, praising, relative absolute fulfillment, 
explanation and guidance. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=od9BykfuvX8

What is the Creation? 
The Creation is not a substitute for god - it is also not another term or another word for an imaginary 
being called god or for any human, or nonhuman gods or tin gods. The Creation is that which is 
responsible for the becoming and passing and for the existence of the universe, and for all life in 
general, that is created there on both the small and large scale. The Creation is the most elemental and 
greatest power and might of all powers and mights that exist in the universe and which the human 
being can imagine. 

The Creation is the most elemental and greatest power and might of all powers and mights that 
exist in the universe and which the human being can imagine. The Creation is the BEING and 
non-being of the life - through it, the existence of the non-existence reigns. 
- Decalogue

Above Billy, above FIGU, above PSI, stands the most important thing to man and that is Creation and 
it should be honored above all. The truth requires no veneration, worship, groveling or praise, because
unlike man's false interpretation of Creation, which he/she, in their sheer arrogance, placed 'God' as 
the crown of Creation, the true Creation is infinitely above God (JHWH - which is simply a King of 
Wisdom), and the Creation itself imparts that the human not only bask and usurp its love and wisdom, 
but be confident in their ability as conscious-sentient-wielding creatures to use its knowledge, wisdom 
and love for the betterment, growth and sustainment of Creation as a whole.

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 44: Spiritual Teaching Recommendations  
Creation teaches Creation, and anyone can learn of Creation from anywhere, anytime. The purpose of 
the spiritual teaching books is not to form an over-positive dependency where one develops a groveling
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humbleness to which they cannot generate any self-knowledge and wisdom, and assume the rest of the 
world to be following suit. The purpose of these books is to empower the individual, and alas, 
normalize civilization with this knowledge that it becomes wisdom and simply basic, everyday actions 
both here and future generations to come. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syKvAN7kPWI

User Posted:
“Nothing ever truly dies. The Universe wastes nothing, everything is simply transformed.” - Keanu 
Reeves
Being on a spiritual path does not prevent you from facing times of darkness. But it teaches you how to
use the darkness as a tool to grow.

September 4, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 45: Pray for You? No.  
Pray for you? No. Sympathize with you? No. Glorify tip toeing around the true issues and continue 
contributing to smoke screens and collective circle jerking to diversions without addressing the real 
problem - the fact that earth man, not father-god and not the devil, caused this destruction and that 
earthlings just brush it off and in their indifference, apathy, lack of compassion, shallowness and 
fakeness and forget the fact that EARTH is ALIVE and she WILL strike back against mankind's 
continued folly of pillaging her? Hell no. The warnings were on the walls for generations; prophets and
heralds mocked and laughed at. Now earth will reap the consequences.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2-4R6z1T1Y

The Human Being must not become Consumed
Values and unvalues should neither be hated or loved as Meier mentioned in The Way to Live. Values, 
unvalues, thoughts, ideas, wishes, dreams, likes, dislikes, passions, cravings, desires, nobility, honor, 
hatred, violence, love, ethics etc. and practically the whole nine yards concerning all tools must be 
maintained with a relative distance. One must not become so attached to their ideologies and stances 
that they become biased or lenient, for such stifles the continued forward-moving evolution basis. This 
may seem very strange to the Earth human being who has been trained for generations to swing wildly 
on either degeneration of over-positive or over-negative, and thus, the earthling quickly finds 
him/herself on a side, neglecting all neutrality, logic, order and intellect. He/she, even in defense of the 
truth, looses themselves so far in their passions that they forgo the necessary logic and true love, 
leading to a returning degenerative state from the previous cause hurled into the ether. The earthling 
therefore traps him/herself into their self-created prisons, and even that which was, at a point in time, 
relatively perfect or relatively acceptable, inevitably becomes outdated because such is the law of the 
material passing. However, if the earthling continues in adhering to spirit-logic, then he/she would not 
only use their tools (all that is material, including the consciousness and thoughts) in the proper modus 
operandi, rather, he/she will maintain the necessary distance so that he/she can remain free, loving and 
harmonious. It is whenever the human traps themselves, even if they are unaware of their doing, that 
he/she finds themselves stuck in a rot. Such is the case often times with many humans who have good 
intentions and relatively okay executions but their inability to let go ironically hinders their overall-
evolution. All that which is physical is subject to pass and this wisdom is a matter of fact that the 
human must observe very carefully. Should the human become too attached to their ego, material 
possessions of any sort - which is not limited to money and physical objects such as a car, clothing, 
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digital products and medias, games etc., but also, their physical consciousness, then, like a stifling 
relationship the human being clogs their own development. The human being must remain free in the 
sense of discipline and enforcing the necessary negative against their over-positive aspirations which 
can sometimes include an overindulgence to seemingly good things. Freedom is not a hedonistic letting
go of the self where no discipline whatsoever is to be had, nor is it to be simply waltzing around with 
absolutely no control over the self. The earth human, greatly thanks to generations of religious 
influences and their sub-products and sub-creations of all sorts, are so used to entrapment that true 
freedom often eludes such human beings. Time and time again they quickly hurl themselves back into 
their old cages without even realizing what they've done. It must be said that as a rule, he/she who does
not actively enforce the necessary neutrality will lose it, regardless of however they may have started or
what good they have done in the past. Thus a constant maintenance of the consciousness and self is 
mandatory for continued, stable growth. Like a beautiful garden, it can become riddled with thorns and 
bushes if the human being does not keep themselves in check. Regardless of previous achievements, 
the human must never live in the past, and always be living not just in the here and now, but in the 
tomorrow and the future, constantly shaping and guiding their destiny. Neutrality is not pacifism, nor is
it apathy, indifference, non-action, submissiveness and fear, rather the word neutrality in this context 
refers to the balanced frequency of the human being. He/she must truly be a neutral force in order to 
maintain ample love, harmony, freedom, peace, unity, fairness, unbiasedness, logic, rationality, 
knowledge and wisdom. The earth human must rid themselves of this pick a side mentality, for it is of a
religious nature and by no means subscribes to the truth which is in perfect harmonized balance 
between positive and negative.

September 5, 2019

User Posted:
Very little is needed to make a happy life; it is all within yourself, in your way of thinking.

Misunderstanding brings understanding. Instead of listening to reply, listen to understand, take a step 
back and engage from neutrality, love, compassion, wisdom and strength. Don't jump to attack at every
opportunity. 

September 6, 2019

Unhealthy attachment to feelings and emotions, allowing these things to fester and rot the wood of the 
psyche brings the human to living a life in turmoil, passive-aggressiveness, wretchedness etc. instead of
doing the necessary self-maintenance which can include allowing the self to shed the necessary tears 
in order to deal with and release these pent up feelings and emotions. Many human beings go out of 
their way to avoid conflict, including dealing with hardships and shedding the necessary tears, when in
healthy-reality, it is necessary to confront these things and allow them to pass through without holding 
on. 

It is impossible for the human being to smile every day, but nevertheless, the human should make it his/
her priority to always maintain their composure of peace, serenity, satisfaction and true love. Just 
knowing one is imbued with the spirit is the greatest love one can ask for, and by knowing this truth, 
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truly, one must ask themselves, regardless of the storms, isn't life itself and all the experiences worth it?
If Creation provides for the birds, then how much more can it do for you, human being? 

Truly, though the very real negative and evil may exist, the human can make all his/her experiences 
work in their favor and it is their duty to themselves and the benefit of others that he/she not just 
blindly absorbs what they experience, rather, convert negative into positive as true equalized-positive. 
There is no experience that the human encounters that he/she is not equipped to deal with and 
overcome. 

September 7, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 46: Support is Multifaceted / Evolution Does Not Stagnate  
The human being must realize that the work of evolution is an eternal process that does not stop at a 
one-time-point of enlightenment and requires courage, strength, compassion, neutrality, logic, balance 
and above all, creation-love, to deal with. One must not devolve themselves into being unworthy and 
thinking themselves to be useless nor must they overly pay homage to what they gain insight from to the
point where they devalue themselves because truly, each and every single individual is a part-piece of 
the Creation and thus has his/her duty to his/herself to be the best they can be for the sake of 
themselves and the benefit of mankind and Creation. 
One must not be afraid to deal with their demons (obstacles, negative thoughts and situations, 
feelings, emotions etc.), rather, he/she must be courageous and strong, making the darkness bow 
before them and fulfill the forward-moving Ziel inevitably. Fact is it takes great courage, 
mightiness and power to perform the duties of life and the consciousness evolution, whereas 
weakness, fragility, insecurity, jealously etc. work to break apart all that is good. 
If one is afraid to 'feel bad', then they've already lost.
Creation-love must be the base power to which all trains of thoughts, actions and deeds are connected 
like a cortex. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0gZ1OtbMyI

Very True Rock Bottom and Patience must be your best friend. Suffering in silence for yourself makes 
your psyche stronger when you do the opposite it makes your psyche weaker.

Love can be measured not only from that which is internal but also expressed external. That which is 
inside flows out through the human, thus thoughts, dreams, aims, feelings etc. are like the cars; the 
vessels, essentially, to the real love itself. However, the love itself, like the spirit to the body or the 
driver to the car, must find a form; a vessel or vehicle so to speak, in order to bring about the balance 
between positive and negative. 

September 8, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 47: Our Community (Purpose of Episode #43)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsGrG693Lek

It's during the times when one raises their fist and curses the sky, essentially cursing themselves, that 
they come to realize just how much they trust themselves to get the job done. Don't lose your way and 
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never give up on yourself. Forgive yourself for your errors; your mistakes, what not, and move on - the 
victory ahead is and has always been worth going through the dark times. 

User Posted:
“Don’t fear failure … In great attempts it is glorious even to fail.” - Bruce Lee

If an advanced person tried to explain to a primitive person with how they deep-felt, their methods, 
means etc. then there is the possibility, and in often cases, the actuality, that they can be gravely 
misunderstood and be given advice regarding methods, means, behaviors and living that are configured
specifically to lesser advanced people. If the advanced person, however, accepts this advice and lives 
this primitive advice (not to be mistaken with neutral-positive advice), then this can end up causing 
grave psychic and consciousness harm to the advanced person, even hurling them back into a 
degeneration worse than before. It is absolutely necessary that the human learns to develop trust in 
themselves and their innermost natures, for each and every human, despite similarities, must follow his/
her own path and there are things that may occur upon their path that will be different from others.

Everything in moderation, including moderation. Of course at the same time we are all humans with 
human brains and follow similar lines of evolution and as such, have paths, methods etc. that are 
naturally similar. However, it is at the same time that one must also look at nature that teaches us this 
wisdom, but never in personification. For example, a large tree gives shade to the animals, plants etc. 
just as a parent gives shelter and protection to their child. Indeed, both are of creation-logic, however, 
maintain their individual-specific forms.

User Posted:
All peoples on the cutting edge of science, in this case the science of Creation/the spirit/consciousness, 
and sound logic, are always ridiculed and thought of as nonsense. Simply because people wish to hold 
on to the old ways that have since been outdated or proved false. 

September 9, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 48: Spirit-Logic Should Tame Egoism  
Living a life in either defensive or attacking mentality inevitably reaches a point of absolute collapse, 
regardless of intention. There is far too much egoism on earth and that blinds earth man from coming to
terms with spirit-logic, the logic which gives breath to all life.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUDVcB7cnKg

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 49: Leading by Example? What?!  
We're all leading by examples, regardless of if we accept the responsibility or if we make mistakes. 
People learn more from the messenger than the message, for better or for worse.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hIs_370yvo

User posted:
Knowledge is of no value unless you put it into practice. 
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User posted:
We really create our own hells and trials and tribulations because we are so wildly untaught at first. 
Some not so much, others really bad. It all depends on the person honestly. And how long it takes them 
before they wake up. Some didn't wake up and are no longer with us.
It is not until we start controlling our bad behavior and thoughts that we reign in our problems.

Fear is what paralyzes a man. It makes him/her weak, it causes them to think and do stupid things. 
Truly, one must never live a life in fear - out of what others think, out of what others may do, rather, he/
she should be tenaciously strong in the truth and live a life by the truth, for the truth stands the test of 
time. If he/she lives their existence in accordance, then he/she shall become a timeless pearl. 
It's okay if stupid thoughts arise, whether it is from the environment, influences or self-doubt. The key 
is to reject these degenerative thoughts and rise above. Living a neutral-positive life is like living a life 
in a garden. Indeed, it is beautiful to see and experience, but it requires one to get their hands in the 
dirt at times. However, this does not entail one must be quick to be defensive and automatically assume
the worst, rather, he/she should look first and foremost to themselves and investigate why things may 
bother them. Through this courageous searching, one turns their greatest enemy into their greatest ally
- themselves. 

The goal of true criticism is completely scientific; effectively, neutral. Thus an attack on one's 
character and person must not be the leading fuel, rather, the actions and behaviors in a non-
personified manner which does not bring about psychic harm. 

We're all leading by examples, regardless of if we accept the responsibility or if we make mistakes. 
People learn more from the messenger than the message, for better or for worse. 

September 10, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 50: Two Sides / "Power Armor"  
The human being must come to the realization that all is "spiritual" reality. That which is physical is 
not suddenly "unspiritual" by any means, rather, a denser expression of Creation. The Creation-logic, 
essentially the laws of reality, flows from the top to the bottom. Creation is the pilot to the spirit as the 
spirit is the pilot to the consciousness as the consciousness is the pilot to LIFE. Of course that which is 
on top must always be viewed and understood within practical examples, modest to the self within 
relative understanding, upbringing, education etc. There are always two sides, yet both can always be 
good if he/she becomes a master at steering their ship. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LteoRxBnr8o

User Posted:
“All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point is to discover them.” - Galileo

September 11, 2019

There are times when others may try to rile you up, make you angry or sad, guilty or sympathetic. 
Don't fall for these traps. Identify the motive and reasoning behind why people say what they say. It 
unveils the truth, and if one knows the truth, he/she can be at peace. 
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Neutral-Positive Auto-Translator
To live in today's world requires that one be tenacious, fearless, courageous and strong. The erroneous 
and irrational teachings that one should simply go out in the bushes and sing songs and praises around a
campfire, or go hug trees or meditate all day without using their creative powers, is simply cowardice. 
Certainly, the whole life can be a meditation, but not a passive-meditation, because meditation in itself 
is an active journey towards accomplishment. Thus the misguided thinking that these so-called gurus, 
masters, spiritual ones and guided monks say to their students, claiming the life should only be lived 
passively and that one should not use what the earth has to offer to grow, is not only nonsense but 
illogical because the spirit cannot grow if no efforts are undertaken in the life. If no cognitions are built,
no experience is had, then no knowledge and wisdom can come about thus leading to individual 
evolution and contribution to the world's continued growth.

Naturally, earth is polluted in so much rubbish and turmoil, sprinkled throughout most of its media; the 
TV, games, music, movies, entertainment, schools, education, parentage, etc. that to one seeking to be 
more aligned to effective reality, which is the true spiritual-living, then they can arrive at a point that 
may be very confusing to their continued evolution. To be more specific, those who wish to let go of all
evil and negating-negative may find themselves in a paradox in daily life because earth is so ingrained 
with evil and non-peace that it is abundantly everywhere and so much that the whole planet's 
vibrational frequency is very low. Indeed, the bubble earthlings are in is such a low frequency, then 
they scratch their heads and wonder why aliens won't beam down and greet such a lowly evolved 
planet that cannot even unite as a world? 
Any human born in any planet must use what they have available on the incarnated planet to grow, 
regardless if the human's spirit was born on another, more advanced world, it matters not, because the 
human can only grow through experience. Therefore to the ones who blank out everything because they
do not want to be bombarded by negative energies, be aware that you stifle your own progression. Of 
course this by no means entails that the human should purposely go out seeking evil and negative; 
rather, the human should use the available resources and experience so that they can continue growing 
and testing their gained wisdom which leads to more certainty and confidence in the consciousness. It 
is thus important that the human being develops a neutral-positive auto-translator that can be used to 
automatically filter out the good from the bad. 
There are enormous benefits to this translator. If one's spirit is truly from another world and has 
gathered massive knowledge in their storage banks, then they should be able to adapt like a chameleon 
to their environment and not wallow in excuses. This is necessary to not only survive in modern day 
earth but to also benefit from it because like a slingshot, that which is bad, negative and non-good, can 
hurl into becoming very great, positive and uplifting if the human being is to neutralize and equalize 
the experience. One should engage everything neutrally, to see things precisely as they are without 
exaggeration on either side of positive and negative, then, after the truth is seen and precisely 
undertaken as it is, the human can transmute the experience into positive. 

For example, one may listen to a certain song, and parts of it may have horrible lyrics while the other 
may have good lyrics, and one can either choose to allow what is evil and bad in the song to bring them
down and drive them into a depression, or see it exactly as it is; the truth, which is that the current time 
they live in is extremely unevolved and in order to get to the better times in the future, it is necessary 
earth goes through the turmoil so that they can learn good and positive. Therefore if one is to view it 
like this, they can then move on with joy and take the necessary positives from the negatives because 
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one has to ask themselves, how do you expect to get into a future Utopia if we do not strip the good 
from the bad now? 
It is very important that those who are truly on a path for true good, true peace, freedom, harmony, 
uprightness, honor, dignity, strength, might, firmness, true love, order, unity and development, must not
be cowards. Running away and sticking your fingers in your ears will not help the situation. The truth 
is the truth which is why the state of the world must be confronted precisely as it is in order to make it 
better. If one is to shut out all the tools (experiences, people, places, things, entertainment, work, pretty 
much everything in the world) then how can this person progress and gather knowledge and wisdom in 
order to contribute to society and help make the world a better place? 
To point the finger, judge and damn without doing anything to change it is useless. To say this and that 
is bad and refuse to be an active participant in society, regardless of its state, is to abandon your world. 
There are some in their ridiculous delusions and arrogance who assume that because they've reached a 
certain stage of understanding or gathered some knowledge, that they have no need to continue 
anymore. They think they should just isolate themselves from the world and forget about the rest of 
humanity. In their selfishness and egotism, they hinder their own evolution through the passing on 
experience and the wisdom that can come from it. Of course this is not to say that one should 
continuously go back to the past and old evils like a drug because what was once used for growth does 
not need to necessarily be used again. 

However, there comes a point where, even those who wish to hide themselves away from the rest of 
mankind, must, sooner or later, face mankind because without mankind they cannot even be alive. We 
are all connected even if we are separated and this is precisely why the wisdom-seeking human being 
who wishes to do well for themselves and the world, should build an auto-translator in their 
consciousness that can fine-tune things exactly as they are, whether the specific thing is good or bad, 
then make it good from there. This is just one of the necessary adaptations strong and wise human 
beings living on earth must develop in order to grow and prosper from the world they live in. It's 
impossible for any human being on earth to grow without using what is available to use. Therefore how
the base consciousness is configured; the base thinking and the base psyche, plays an enormous role in 
how the human being can cope, deal with, and use their time here on earth for the betterment of their 
lives. 
A pessimist is more likely to look down on everything, more likely to not even see the precious pearls 
hidden in the dark wool. They'd only point out the flaws without seeing any of the good that can come 
from it. They'd rather only talk about the end; only the bad than to see the bad and see what possible 
good can come from it. Naturally, an evolutive-optimism is necessary to create the auto-translator. 
Through a healthy, balanced optimism, one can see things exactly as they are, even if it is bad, and 
from there, strip apart that which is good to make it better. Human beings must make mistakes in order 
to grow. Those who dream of a better world must realize that this can only come through a constant 
waxing and waning which means that it is only through the constant toil and bettering of that which 
isn't good, can a success eventually be given and all that was once bad and collapsed, can be risen again
and driven to new heights. 
Surely if one is to point their thinking to Oneness (neutral-positive-equalized) then they will see that 
truly everything is indeed wonderful, even the bad, because it is through this can we learn to be better. 
Identifying this even in the smallest of scales will only help the human being deal with the necessary 
hardships and challenges of life and not be beaten down and drowned in an abyss of irrational thinking.
Suffering is only caused through wrong modes of thinking. The law of harmony is broken when the 
human being fails to see the bigger picture; fails to see cause and effect. Naturally, cause and effect 
plays a significant role in the whole matter because if one is to observe society from this angle, one will
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be able to see that things are generally pushed one direction before it regenerates, gets better, then 
pushed another, and the cycle repeats over and over until relative perfection is achieved. 
Thus it must be said that everything is indeed beautiful and everything and every creature, human, 
animal, all that crawls, flies and swims, are all beautiful, wonderful and Creational-gold that have their 
place in the universe. Each and every single experience is a wonderful one because it is only through 
the experience can we live, learn and grow. Woe only comes to those who neglect the beauty that is all 
around them at all times, ever-present, everlasting. Woe only comes to those who refuse to experience 
and think that life is only a non-equalized-positive hazy delusion or a non-equalized-negative gloomy 
nightmare. True positive-equalized can only come from the embracement of everything as one unison, 
and so, it is of enormous benefit if the human beings on earth develop methods and means such as a 
neutral-positive auto-translator to deal with the necessary experiences on earth which may still be very 
polluted. Like dirty water that becomes distilled through various processes - water is still water, thus 
experience is still experience, and what was once dirty can become clean. What was once horrible can 
become beautiful, and so, one should ask themselves - isn't life truly wonderful? There is no place, 
person, experience or thing that can take away this truth and all it takes is the human being's love of the
truth and realization of effective reality to put this into practice and to truly live a life worth living, no 
matter the circumstances. 

User Posted:
There is far more interest in being right and convincing others than there is in acknowledging and 
standing in truth. 

User Posted:
It’s easier to believe soft lies than to accept hard truths.
The path of least resistance—humans have yet to realize that this is one of those instances where they 
are removed from nature.
For you need to train yourself against the resistance in order to truly evolve.
Damage to the psyche is just another form of resistance, it can always be healed if the will to do so 
persists. 

One can't live in today's world without being tenacious. Honestly, the earlier psychical damages can 
end up being learning experiences to develop mental blocks / anti-venom against further psyche 
damage.

September 12, 2019

User posted:
To all the spiritual teaching people:
Be a lighthouse to those that wander the stormy waters, guide them away from the rocky stones. Shine 
brightly in the depths of the night, leading the ship to safe harbor. Let them unload their goods, then 
load again with new treasure to help them with their further journey. No matter what ship sails your 
way allow your torch to guide the willing to the shores. 

What good is any knowledge if it isn't practically applied? The human must not only study books, look 
at nature and bask in its love, or be amazed by its wonders and wisdom. He/she must courageously
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take the necessary steps to utilize what he/she has learned in the everyday life, and not fear making 
mistakes - for he/she who hasn't made a mistake hasn't made any progress at all. 

When the earth human is exposed to true love (Creation-universal-love), it may seem strange. It 
challenges their loveless behaviors, ideas, beliefs, accepted ideologies and methodologies. Yet if 
he/she opens his/herself to logically processing and balancing these higher frequencies, then 
he/she will learn to slowly pull from this well of infinite love and bring it into the practical life bit 
by bit until he/she simply emanates with true love where every step they take, the earth can feel 
it. 

#PSI     Live w/ Jedi Reach 51: Drawing On and Implementing Universal-Love  
Universal-Creation-Love is the most powerful force that binds all existence. As Petale said, ALL is 
Love; Creation is LOVE - therefore the very force that gives breath to existence can be drawn upon and
implemented into the practical life if of course it is understood and neutrally processed. The human 
being may be overwhelmed at first by this love and it may hurl them into a terrible degeneration, but if 
he/she truly works to understand and decipher this love, neutrally utilizing it for the self and mankind, 
then he/she does not only an incredible service to himself but the rest of humanity, and by extension, 
Creation. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wOkOPb6yqU

User Posted:
Real evolution is something one takes the reigns of to drive it onwards, contrary to the common notion 
of today, which one thinks that it is some phenomenon that happens to us. 

User Posted:
“All that was great in the past was ridiculed, condemned, combated, suppressed – only to emerge all 
the more powerfully, all the more triumphantly from the struggle.” - Nikola Tesla
Self-strength first can cause a rippling effect to others in return.

September 13, 2019

User Posted:
“Some believe it is only great power than can hold evil in check, but that is not what I have found. I 
found it is the everyday deeds of ordinary folk that keep the darkness at bay… small acts of kindness 
and love.” - Gandalf

It's the small things that add up overtime. Often it's thought it's only about the "big plan" but, little do 
people think about the small.... which creates the great.

Evolution is not strictly internal, for if it were so, how then could one grow? Truly, there is a part that 
the human being must play for his/her self through his/her own thinking but one must also be open to 
the food that other human beings can provide, along with the fauna and flora and the cosmic-
electromagnetic energy. Of course one must also use their neutral-positive auto-translator and not 
blindly absorb and digest food (energy) from others, especially if others are of malintent, insecurity, 
etc., rather, convert the receiving energies to that which is positive and beneficial for the consciousness
and the continued growth. 
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Just as a pilot requires a plane, a driver, a car, a gamer, a game, the spirit, the physical - so does 
the train of thoughts; the aims, goals, and dreams. Love, true love that is, can only be expressed 
by utilizing a 'body' (vehicle).

User Posted:
“Good people don’t need laws to tell them to act responsibly… and bad people will find around the 
laws.” - Plato

YOU CANNOT CHANGE SOMEONE WHO DOES NOT SEE AN ISSUE WITH THEIR 
ACTIONS.

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 52: Identifying Self-Thinking vs External / What is The   
Spiritual Teaching?

Clarification for Dictionary-Literalism:
When Jedi refers to the spiritual teaching concerning Billy Meier, this is the teaching only Meier writes
which is transmitted from the spirit levels (AA, Petale etc.) and can sometimes be inspired in other 
conduits, such as Jedi, which he refers also as the 'spiritual teaching.' Jedi's context, however, is critical 
to avoid confusion and misinterpretation. When Jedi refers to his or others' works who gain these 
inspirations as the 'spiritual teaching', then for clarity's sake regarding over-positive literalism, this is 
not Meier's work specifically or the spiritual teaching specifically from Meier and can be considered 
Creation-Inspired-Impulses which Jedi and others receive.

The human being must be able to identify his/her thinking and what is not his/her thinking, 
especially from outside influence. This process is greatly aided and finds relative completion once 
the consciousness and psyche has become clean, pristine and the human being continues working 
upon keeping their psyche healthy. The Spiritual Teaching is much more than just books and 
does not belong to any author or group, for if it did, that would be an illogical cultism. Of course 
there are prophets, heralds, wise ones, JHWHs, sages and so forth that do bring the truth in an 
excellent, clean, concise manner, but even if they do, it is still up to the receiving human beings to 
process the bread that is being given to them in a neutral-positive manner.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDwb-PD0xmM

September 14, 2019

The greatest love anyone can receive is the love that brings them closest to the source (Creation). 

“Practice the pause.
Pause before judging. Pause before assuming. Pause before accusing. Pause whenever you’re about to 
react harshly and you’ll avoid doing and saying things you’ll regret later.” - Lori Deschene

Consume the right food (thoughts), cook the right food (thoughts), provide the right food (thoughts).

It's not about do for a do. Sometimes one can make mistakes, and it's their turn to be corrected, 
whether that is by the self or trusted ones, and sometimes, that same one, can be completely right in 
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their disposition and there's nothing to retaliate against. One must free themselves of this revenge 
mentality that is so ingrained in the fabric of civilization and see that it is not about sides or getting 
back at others because of offense, hurt emotions etc., rather it is about the truth and standing for 
what is right and in accordance with natural laws. That must always come before personification. 

It is time to UNLEARN the things you learned from WOUNDED people.
It is often the case, especially when one lacks self-awareness, they can take in horrible thoughts, ideas, 
behaviors etc. from others who are damaged in the consciousness and psyche and make these terrible 
foods their own. However, one must be able to identify self-thinking from external thinking and work to 
cleanse their psyche so that they can stand on their own and reject poisonous influences. 

User Posted:
I think you can learn a lot from damaged peoples.

User Posted:
Of course you can, mostly what not to do.

User Posted:
“Life without endeavor is like entering a jewel mine and coming out with empty hands.” - Japanese 
Proverb
It is how you deal with the pain and suffering in your life or from others who have endured pain and 
suffering. It either makes you "play the victim role" or you can choose to "soar like an eagle." It's all 
about your perception towards making right the choice for your life! 

User Posted:
Get hit hard. Get up. Strengthen yourself for the next hit. You only get stronger from each one, or you 
can lay down and progress to nowhere. 

Sedative-Based Mentalities
The sedation-based mentality is a train of accepted thought and behavioral patterns involving an 
aversion toward confrontation of any sort, particularly healthy confrontation and the necessary 
solutions which may involve varying degrees of difficulty based on the situation and circumstances. It's
often the case with many earth human beings to go out of their way to avoid dealing with the necessary 
negatives of life. However, it is also possible that such human beings may have gone through abusive 
upbringings, environments and educations thus adding to their need to flee. Of course it is acceptable 
and fine that human beings maintain peace and peaceful contact amongst themselves, even if there is 
the need for necessary legitimate criticism, an aspect that very few human beings can adequately 
perform without being stained from emotional conflict and biases. 
Nevertheless, the aversion to conflict stems from various factors as it has been pointed out before and 
generally goes back to the early childhood and pubescent years where grave psychic damage occurs 
and leaves its scars on the psyche. The human, overtime, develops adaptations to block out the pain and
hardships so they can carry on with their regular lives and daily activities. However, such avoidance is 
only a band aid fix, regardless of how many years this has been accepted and drilled into the psyche 
through consistent practice, the psyche knows the true fine and deep-feeling of the human being and 
thus, the human engaged in aversion to healthy conflict finds themselves in a battle with themselves. 
Though they may comfort themselves through shy thinking or comfort others, temporarily relieving the
issue and sweeping it under the carpet, the vines continue to grow in the garden of consciousness and if
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no effort is taken to cut these weeds, the garden is overran with pests and swarms the human into 
inevitable insanity. 
Time and time again the human will attract the necessary situations whether it is through the self or 
others, things and so forth, it inevitably boils to the surface to be dealt with. This once again captures 
the earthling's generational damage and misunderstanding of the two forces - positive and negative - as 
a unity and oneness. This basic understanding of reality, that is to say the two sides, positive and 
negative, becoming and passing, up and down, black and white, sun and moon, yin and yang, male and 
female etc. the earthling has yet to properly wrap their head around. Of course much of this muddled 
confusion attributes itself to false teachings, irrational ideologies, religions, politics, populism, and 
other factors of similar natures that may be sub-products of the initial design of insanity separating the 
two forces of existence. 
Even the Creation itself is in a complete harmony between positive and negative frequency and thus 
contains equal measure. The earth human, in their primitive understanding, would consider positive and
negative to be that of good and evil, although it is acceptable sometimes this measure of understanding 
may be used, positive and negative truly works as two sides of the same coin on opposite polarities. 
Therefore, both are inherent to each other just as the spirit is to the physical and a driver is to his/her 
car to get from point A to B. As one gets in a car and drives to their destination, they must turn corners, 
go over hills, stop at lights and so forth, and thus both the positive and negative, the gas and the brakes 
are utilized. Same must also be applied for the life. Of course a positive is the necessary driving force 
to move the evolution forward but the negative sustains this evolution so that the driver gets there in 
one piece.
Avoidance of negative, which may not necessarily be an evil thing, rather, a certain difficulty or 
challenge, leads to a throttling of evolutionary gain. The consciousness must absorb both negative and 
positive in order to bring about its evolution and such can only adequately happen once the human has 
come to conscious understanding of this, otherwise he/she risks a constant battle within themselves. 
Such is the natural course of evolution and if it were not so then no evolution or growth could come 
about. If it were only positive then the entire life would be a joke, and there'd be nothing to gain, no 
victory to be had, nowhere to go, no path to achieve, and if it were only negative, then the human 
would be swallowed in the abyss of darkness and nothingness. Truly, it is a pendulum and the human 
must understand that the wave vibrates back and forth, therefore, positive and negative, truly in the 
fashion like waves on the sea.
The negative therefore does not need to be bad. This is completely up to the individual human being 
and how they are able to neutralize a situation and bring it to positive-equalization. Negative can in fact
be a very good thing that can bring about a great positive change if the human has adapted his/her 
thoughts accordingly. This of course requires a pristine psyche and a consciousness that is programmed
in truth, knowledge, wisdom and imbued with natural-expressive understanding of the Creational laws 
and recommendations. On the flip side, it is also possible that the positive, based upon the human 
consciousness and state of psyche, can end up being either good or bad. If the human is incapable and 
their psyche is damaged along with terrible accepted and normalized trains of thought, then the positive
of life can end up becoming a degeneration. 
It is thus important that the human being does not try to sedate, comfort, run away from or avoid 
negative situations but be courageous, brave, neutral, calm, patient and self-assured. Of course the root 
of the aversion deals with fear which complicates the entire matter and brings about anxiety, 
nervousness, distrust in the self and so forth, which leads to highly illogical actions such as trying to 
comfort the self or others despite very terrible things happening. The human being, in their fear-led 
disposition to cure the situation, ends up making everything much worse and leads to an underline 
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angering from the self or a vicious rage from others who may only be temporarily soothed to later 
explode at another date. 
At no point must fear or nervousness be a leading factor to the solution of situations because fear, 
doubt, anxiety, etc. only works to break apart all that is good and destroys any possibilities of trust, 
especially within the self. The human may deceive others temporarily but the true self is fully aware of 
the human's doings, regardless if the human lies to themselves. Such underline fear can of course be a 
deep root from traumatic situations in the past which led to the aversion-building-blocks. However, it is
the duty of any human who wishes to overcome these methods of self-destructive behaviors that they 
confront themselves in a completely neutral manner without condemnation, spite, bitterness, hatred, 
animosity and so forth, and on the flip side, they do not pity or sedate themselves, lest the entire matter 
gets swept under the carpet and no accomplishment whatsoever can be had. 
A neutrality is thus required where logic, rationality, intellect, compassion and honesty must take the 
front seat to solve the matter. The human must be aware that these behaviors have become accepted 
norm and they have allowed themselves to be the way they are and if any form of change is to happen 
then this supposedly cold truth must be confronted. He/she must not look to blame others, regardless of
whatever happened in the past, no matter how traumatic or awful it may have been, the past is in the 
past and it must be let go in order to solve the current psychical damages. If any form of bitterness, 
fearfulness, pity, woefulness, hatefulness etc. exists based in the events of the past take precedence, 
then the whole matter finds itself impossible to be dealt with and success, if it can happen at all, would 
be of very little degrees and may, in some cases, end up only enabling the behaviors to a much worse 
degree. 
The human must learn to forgive themselves and whatever happened in the past in order to move on 
and develop new, healthy behaviors that are not planted out of fear. He/she must not live their life in 
any shape or form in fear, for anything or anyone, because such modes of thinking only brings about 
the feared effect. Indeed, fear itself is a might which it must be said as it has been said many times in 
the past as an aphorism, the only thing to fear is fear itself. If the human lives his/her life in fear then 
he/she will continue creating outcomes based off such fears, regardless of the band-aids or fixes they 
may try to do, including but not limited to sedation and comfort. It is of critical importance for the 
proper development that the human being lives their life freed of fear and any form of traumatic woe 
that still lingers. He/she must be fearless, tenacious, strong, wise, knowledgeable, full of love and peace
- but such traits will never come if the human allows themselves to be comforted in their hells. 
After some time burning in consciousness-hell, the human being becomes so intertwined with the fires, 
that he/she, unbeknownst to themselves, enjoys it and wishes to move no further. Same must also be 
said for human beings of warlike mentalities that have become so used to fighting, so used to living by 
the sword that they know no other ways and methods of living, even after the war is over. It is therefore
important and it must be strongly said once more that the human being does not tightly hold to any 
behaviors, negative or positive, so much that when the inevitable time of change and passing arrives, 
he/she cannot let go. Values and unvalues should neither be hated or loved as Meier similarly said in 
his book, The Way to Live. It must be the case that the human loosens his/her grip with their built 
persona, achievements, thinking, past, etc. and develops a certain detachment; a neutrality so to speak, 
where he/she can rationally evaluate all behaviors, trains of thought etc. so that it can be built in a truly 
neutral-positive way, full of logic, rationality, strength, wisdom, peace, harmony, freedom, love, 
compassion, tolerance and understanding. 
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User Posted:
Always practice having good thoughts and feelings and do not dispense with the meditation, which is 
freeing and internalizing. In fact, also not during times of joylessness and helplessness, as well as not 
during times of the joy and the happiness or the sadness, restlessness, worries or vexation. 

September 15, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 53: The Deadly Dangers of Literalism  
The adherence to the exact letters, words and wordings in an uncompromising, all-consuming manner 
where no form of reason, logic, intellect, self-thinking, reflecting and self-responsibility can break 
through is a deadly, ignorant, and arrogant poisonous weed that slowly slips into the unthinking human,
and in their poor intellect and lack of consciousness dexterity, they are easily fooled and influenced by 
external means. Human beings who have fallen prey to literalist mentalities are the human beings who 
have fallen prey to incomprehensible illogic who fail to truly take the reigns of his/her own life, and 
identically to quoting scriptures from a bible, these human beings perform these horrible deeds 
unbeknownst to their cognitive capabilities in a variety of manners and behaviors. He/she may say the 
exact words others would want to hear, perform the precise operations as is instructed by books and 
booklets, and even read the spiritual teaching, only to develop terrible misconceptions due to their 
inability to generate self-cognition and study the multi-faceted sides to reality while exercising the 
necessary healthy distance and neutrality for self-cognition and individuality.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSitKHucrMI

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 54: Unchecked Coercion  
Coercion can use factual data and evidence to get its point across which draws similarities and even 
becomes propaganda if left unchecked. Regardless of the information even if it is of complete merit 
and truth, the bullying of others, using coercion etc. to get their point across only detracts and repels, 
not adds from the spreading of the truth and the teaching of the spirit.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-3sDBSlI1Ao

User Posted:
Eventually when you meditate enough about your neutral spirit recording everything, and you feel that 
everything we perceive on earth is an unfathomable amount of ultra-tiny particles which make up the 
atoms just bound together by nuclear force which we call things including ourselves, earth, rocks, life 
and everything, you become completely zoned into being an evolving projection of creation, and your 
life becomes much more loving, which is wisdom, because wisdom is love. 

Let the negative (degeneracy), the evil, the nonsense, hatred, assumptions, woe, etc. cry and rear their 
ugly heads while you continue thinking the right (Creational) thoughts, doing the right (Creational) 
things in the right (Creational) ways, and watch them fall to the side and yield to the truth.

September 16, 2019

True power and might has nothing to do with negative egoism; a poser might of its own that may find 
some moderate success before it is inevitably destroyed. Real might and real power is untouchable, and
imbued with universal-Creational regulation, filled with boundless love and works to protects that love.
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 #PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 55: Dealing with Doubt, Fear, Anxiety / Benefit of   
Courage
The only way to build true lasting strength, power, might, security, knowledge and above all, wisdom 
and love, is to endure the necessary trials and tribulations going through what terrifies one the most. 
Like a roaring, hideous beast, fear, doubt, anxiety, etc. works to test the human being, but only 
persistence and never giving up will bring the human through all calamities and he/she will thank 
themselves that they endured the necessary hardships because it has brought the applied, tested 
experience necessary to develop untouchable wisdom and security. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip3KU9tOrys

September 18, 2019

User Posted:
Arhat is defined in Theravada Buddhism as one who has gained insight into the true nature of 
existence. 

User Posted:
The Stronger you become, The Gentler you will be.

#PSI Live w/ Jedi Reach 56: Neutral-Positive Egoism / Prideful Humility
Healthy egoism is a form that is rarely understood as it requires neutrality, reason and understanding 
of the truth - in particular to why the consciousness and its sub-blocks such as the personality, ego etc. 
exist which is for inevitable consciousness evolution that brings about spiritual evolution. The fact is 
that negative-egoism knows many forms and even those who are overly too humble end up developing 
horrible negative-egoism that is simply the other side of the coin concerning pride. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqYzQ0LqL1U

User Posted:
“The greatness of a man is not in how much wealth he acquires, but in his integrity and his ability to 
affect those around him positively.” - Bob Marley

September 19, 2019

Do not agree with someone or something because you like them or the message they spread. Be, 
however, scientific - investigate for logic, truth, rationality, intellect and reason, then look for the 
motive behind the words, the delivery, the intent and why. Through this thorough searching can one 
truly develop an unbiased, neutral-positive stance and then if any agreement is to come forward, it can 
be done out of true merit and dignity. 
If a man thinks, speaks and does the truth, then truly, he/she can live a life without fear of what others 
think. For truly, if one acts only in the truth without letting their ambitions overtake their humanity, 
then he/she ages like a fine wine - respected, wise and untouched by even the elemental powers of the 
temporal passing. 

Mastery is not a trait supposedly only given to the special, rather, those who are thought of as 'special',
as masters, as geniuses, as JHWHs, Titans and so forth, are those who have simply done the necessary 
work to undertake relative perfection - a natural law of existence that demands beings inevitably cross 
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the point of only learning and become monuments to themselves, their spirit-lineage, and by extension, 
to the universe and all of Creation.

Love, in all its forms and expressions, including that of support - whether that is emotional, friendship, 
monetary help, being there, empathy, bonding, romance etc., must be given completely free. Even if 
there is a goal in mind, then this must be of a pure, loving nature, and never in a form that creates 
degenerate attachments and enslavement, the latter of which knows many forms. 

September 20, 2019

User Posted:
Did Creation create hatred and evil? 
I have often spent much time pondering this question. The conclusion I have have reached is: No, 
Creation did not create these things, but they are rather the things that Creation evolves against. I.e they
are the necessary factors working against all that is good in order for all that is good to never slacken in
its endeavors of attaining absolute highest fulfillment. For if good ever allows itself to slacken, hatred 
and evil will surely take the upper hand. 

September 21, 2019

If view points must be contested then it should be done in a way that is not degenerating into 'defense', 
rather, one that finds beneficial solutions and viewpoints respectable to each other even if there are 
disagreements. We must always look to see the other person's viewpoint, even if they aren't using the 
words we want to hear, the first and foremost thing that should be paid attention to is their logic, and 
followed by that, the love, knowledge and wisdom that they are bringing to the table.

User Posted:
Do not take things personally, find reason, find peace in every encounter you have in life because 
honestly we only have one life in this personality and the only things that we keep are the wisdom and 
the love my friends...this never goes away. 

User Posted:
The true purpose of our human abilities are to learn from one another. Looking at things in life from a 
different point of view outside of yours isn't always a bad thing. It expands your knowledge and brings 
peace in abundance.
When we allow irrationality to come into play we are blinded by its motive. No logical statement or 
anything towards an equal understanding (which is what life is made on, balance) comes to you or 
anyone for that matter.... Take a deep breath, step back and just be observant towards what is being 
presented to you.

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 57: Listen to Understand / Hurt Begets more Hurt  
It's understandable, growing up in a world full of hatred, violence, politics, religions, and inhumanity, 
that these behaviors come out from time to time, even among those disseminating the truth. However, 
the fact is that fighting fire with fire only brings more fire even if it may be temporarily effective, living 
by the sword inevitably consumes those who can't let the old warlike mentalities, modes of thinking, 
behaviors, hurts, pains etc. go. Earth humanity needs to engage each other with much love, 
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compassion, kindness, patience, tolerance, and listen to understand each other, regardless of if others 
are not using the words, mannerisms, terms etc. they'd like to hear. As Galileo put it - “I have never 
met a man so ignorant that I couldn't learn something from him.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDR6ekQcyfI

Wisdom is the correct, versatile and efficient usage of knowledge. There are times to speak, times to be 
quiet, times to allow, times to expel, times to say yes, and times to say no. Wisdom is by no means some 
one-way-road-track where all that's necessary is the gas (positive), for life itself is a journey, consisting
of many corners, turns, hills, valleys, and even stop lights.

User Posted:
'Allegory of the Cave': 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RWOpQXTltA
Plato’s ‘Allegory of the Cave’ read by Dr. Jim:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THQQNm4tES0

September 22, 2019

To live a life in truth is not a path for the weak, the fearful, and the hateful. There will come times when
the truth will be slandered, when enemy will be thought of as friend, and foe as ally; confusion run 
amok by negative thinking. Yet to the ones who stay truthful and do their best without letting their 
ambitions derail their humanity, undiminished victory awaits.
If one wishes to go about spreading the truth and discussing the truth, then this should never be done 
in fear, hurt, past disappointments, pain, suffering, coercion etc., rather, when one comes to the 
universal truth; the Creation, and truly resonates in understanding, then a boundless love comes about 
that cannot be stained from the follies of the past. 

September 23, 2019

When one enters the meditative state, then this should be done in stillness. No forcing of breath is 
necessary as long as the human remains still in posture. Stillness invokes calmness, and from the calm, 
the breathing naturally slows down. Once this is accomplished, the meditative state as a whole 
becomes much easier to get into and flow throughout. 

To meditate on death / the passing is to meditate on life / becoming. The study of the dying, the death, 
the passing, unlocks a tremendous sense of appreciation for the life and the correct steering of the 
destiny. Yet by studying and meditating on death, one comes to realize that the universe constantly 
recycles itself and human beings are no exception to the rule. Thus, like the trees, there truly is no 
reason to fear death, for death is simply a door to the other side before the inevitable return. 

User Posted:
The trees are about to show us how lovely it is to let things go.

#PSI     Live w/ Jedi Reach 58: Wisdom - Like Chess / Neutrality isn't Pacifism  
Versatility itself could be considered, in a manner of speaking, wisdom. Wisdom is not just about the 
accumulation of knowledge, rather, the proper execution of what has been acquired, learned and 
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experienced in order to bring about the best relative perfection to the life, the aims, goals and dreams. 
Yet it must also be said that neutrality isn't pacifism, and while there are indeed times to remain silent, 
one must not become so passive that they cannot stand up for themselves. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nd-mnhvfSpg

September 24, 2019

User Posted:
“Accidents happen. That’s what everyone says. But in a quantum universe there are no such things as 
accidents, only possibilities and probabilities folded into existence by perception.” - Dr. Manhattan

September 25, 2019

Human beings need the earth. The sea, the wind, the ground, the animals, the fauna and flora. While 
technology itself is incredible, and indeed, poses tremendous benefits to better living capabilities, 
sciences and quality of life, the fauna and flora carries the very 'life force' of Creation. It cures, 
restores and balances the human being in almost every way conceivable. 

September 26, 2019

No rule can last in the same exact physical variation forever, even if it, at one point, brought great 
justice. Timelessness is like the ocean - it moves like waves but no wave, no matter how similar, is ever 
the same. That which is physical, even manmade rules, must one day wither and die to be reborn for 
something better. To live a life strictly by a book or a rule is to not live at all; for the life itself demands 
both gas and brake, both hill and valley, corner and straight path.

User Posted:
“By spreading logical culture, we prepare the foundation for a scientific world-view and by doing this 
we enable development.” - Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz

September 27, 2019

Let love be one's driving force. No matter what is thrown at the human being, he/she can always come 
out better, stronger and victorious. Maliciousness, slander, hatred etc. should never penetrate into 
one's psyche, for if one allows themselves to be driven by fear, especially in regard to negative 
thinking, then they end up destroying all that is good. Anxiety, doubt, fear, hatred, venom etc. soaks the 
psyche and brings about a terrible mode of living and this disease (so to speak), can be passed easily 
to another if they are not careful and do not have their guard up to prevent these invading negative 
influences. 

September 28, 2019

Unbreakably Good
The human being is born with the inherent Creational nature inside each and every individual, and thus,
no human, despite the possibilities of genetic and cultural deformities, is born completely evil. Even 
then when human beings commit atrocious acts against themselves, others, the animals and nature by 
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extension, the innermost nature in the human being still tries time and time again to reach out to the 
human being though they can fully ignore these impulses and do whatever they wish. However, the 
psyche reveals the true nature to the human though in their conscious-thinking this may be denied or 
covered up. It is the case that robotic psychopaths do not truly live in absolute comfort with 
themselves, nor does any human being who commits evil and has not resolved it because the true inner 
nature of the human being reveals this no matter how temporarily sedated it may be. 
It is the correct mode of living that the human being is at peace with themselves and develops love in 
their thinking, leading the right life for themselves and others, respecting the earth they walk on and 
their fellow human beings with compassion, kindness, openness and light. However, it is possible and 
often the case that too much of an openness can come about, a naivety spawned from various factors 
(Read: Sedation-Based Mentalities) including but not limited to the upbringing, education, social, 
political, religious, ideological influences, genetics, and the like. In the case where one may have even 
escaped from a traumatic upbringing, addictions, terrible modes of behavior, war - both literally and in 
mentality, the human may go out of their way to avoid conflict and the necessary negatives of all sorts. 
He/she becomes quickly defensive, nervous, overthinks, and spirals themselves into emotional 
instability and psychical turmoil. Effectively, she/he "freezes up", when confronted by unreasonable, 
illogical, war-induced, bloodthirsty human beings, and finds themselves defenseless. The peace-loving 
human being, though they may be in good company, associations, groups, influences and so forth, has 
become defenseless against the very real and evil atrocities of all forms that exist in the universe. The 
fact is that it is a choice if one decides to live a correct life, but that choice solely remains their own and
is not the automatic choices of others. There comes times when the human being, even those living the 
absolutely correct and upright life still encounters dangers, obstacles, resistances and so forth. 
On one hand, this is the natural law of striving which keeps the human being in constant motion and 
tests them to break through, using what has been learned - applying it logically and wisely. On the other
hand, some of these instances may be self-caused, for better or worse. Nevertheless, the human being 
must accept responsibility for his/her life and the actions, effects and outcomes of what transpires from 
it. One must not become 'too good', or, 'too positive', that they lose their ability to defend themselves, 
especially in regard to blocking out degenerative, hateful, negative thinking. One must not become so 
positive that they lose the ground beneath them and when times of strife comes, which happens 
inevitably, he/she loses his footing, trips and stumbles - blown away like a leaf in the wind. 
The only way to truly be good and remain being good is to enforce the necessary balance of positive 
and negative. This by no means entails the human must be some half-good, half-evil mashup, rather, 
that he/she, despite knowing that they are indeed a peaceful, loving human being, knows that that was 
still their choice and their life path and does not correspond to others. This is further amplified 
negatively when the human being sees their 'heroes' or role models fail, make mistakes, become 
corrupted and so forth. He/she goes out of their way to pull on straws, validating whatever good their 
role models have done, trying to block out the bad and sweep it under the carpet. However, the truth is 
that no achievement, no matter how great, and no deed, no matter how good, should ever be a 
determining factor of the consistent here, now, and then to come. 
Evolution is a constant forward-moving process and similarly to the waves of water which flows in 
similar patterns through the waterfalls, the ocean; the sea etc., no wave is exactly the same. It is a 
unique, new process each and every time as it is with every lifetime. Indeed, the love, wisdom, 
knowledge and creational-force-power is amplified and increased through evolution each lifetime, but 
each lifetime is still its own experience to determine what to do with these crayons so to speak. Yet this 
example must not only be studied strictly in a literal fashion, for the same applies to the human during 
the life itself. There may be periods where the human does their absolute best, breaks out and achieves 
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high honors - does much good for the world, and yet, he/she can fall into the abyss of degeneration if 
they have become lackadaisical and failed to maintain the necessary upkeep on their consciousness. 
The fact is even when one accomplishes JHWH or higher, he/she is still a human being and thus, still 
prone to degeneration if they are not careful. Thus as long as a human being remains a human being, 
then he/she must never become lazy, too positive, uncaring, wrapped in the bubbles of their lives- no 
matter how good and progressive it is. He/she must always remain vigilant, disciplined, persistent, 
consistent, structured, organized, and protect their consciousness from evil and negating-negative 
forces and influences. Not every human being has the proper things to offer to each other but it is the 
responsibility of the receiving human to be completely honest with the person(s) they are dealing with 
and not allow any biases to sway their decisions. 
No matter how much of a preference one has for another - be it even their hair color, skin color, eyes, 
job title, profession, achievements, intelligence, knowledge, niceness, family ties, friends and 
associations, one must always be vigilant and remain grounded so that they can identify proper logic, 
true love, peace, harmony, freedom and wisdom. The human being may even use specific mantras or 
consciousness-programs such as telling the self, "In me exists no anxiety, fear or doubt. I am love, I am 
peace, I am harmony. I think Creational thoughts and I make the wisest decisions." Whatever is 
necessary and feels right to the human to use - then use it. The fact is that if one is good and wishes to 
spread good then good must be protected, lest it is trampled on, disfigured, destroyed and then one 
must truly ask themselves - how then, can they provide any good to the world if they themselves are 
destroyed? 
Being good, living good and continuing good requires courage, strength, bravery, confidence in the self
and the thinking. One must be able to identify themselves and be unbreakable like a mountain that is 
unmovable by any storm. Fragility, weakness, insecurity, doubt, anxiety, and the like, breaks down the 
human being and sends them into spiraling madness which leads to stress and a further dampening of 
the psyche. The more the human being overthinks and worries in this direction, the more illogical the 
decisions become. The fact is that goodness requires strength, love and wisdom. Peace requires strong, 
capable human beings to stand by it and protect it, and this is what is meant to be unbreakably good. 

September 29, 2019

User Posted:
“When the debate is lost, slander becomes the tool of the losers.” - Socrates

September 30, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 59: Absorbing Nature / Importance of Science  
Stay curious, stay thirsty. Ask questions, and investigate. Be like a child and never give up that nature. 
Science isn't limited to folks wearing lab coats, rather, a natural right to all human beings. It is the 
decoding of Creation and the harnessing of its knowledge, wisely. Respect nature and nature unveils its
way; Creation shows the human being if he/she remains steady, calm, patient, and keeps moving 
forward, its secrets, wonders and wisdom. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkvcogR8V7Y
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User Posted:
Valdemar Reis
Complete non-violence – this idea sounds like peace, harmony and love at first hearing. However, 
viewed closer or in the light of truth, it is not assertive in the long run, because absolute non-violence 
in its one-sided form is not capable of survival. The idea of total non-violence and the idea that life is 
possible without any use of logically necessary force is tantamount to a hostile ideology that is 
incompatible with the laws of nature and life, on which all becoming, life and decay are based and is 
always directed towards the balanced interplay of the poles of positive and negative. In order to make 
life in positive balance possible at all, the two poles NEGATIVE and POSITIVE must always be in a 
balanced-harmonious balance of forces, whereby a healthy balance of forces or a viable harmony is 
produced, which fits into the unshakeable principles of the laws of nature. 
https://www.facebook.com/bagao.reis/posts/1902552353223404

User Posted:
Creation is Logic is Science is Evolution is Love is Creation. 

Other PSI Links

Join us on our PSI Cortex:
https://discord.gg/3pkCgVw
Our website:
https://www.psiraise.com/
Follow us on Twitter:
@psiraise

Note from the Chronicler:

I would like to say to our Readers:

Thank you for reading this and I hope that you truly grow as a human being.  We at PSI know how 
hard it can be to distance yourself from all the negativity and this presumed life that most people live
now and have lived in the past.  We truly strive to better ourselves here at PSI and send our impulses
for the betterment of mankind as a whole.  We meditate as a group multiple times per week, 
sometimes multiple times per day.  Typically, on our Cortex in Discord, you can always find someone
to talk to and discuss your studies, life, or whatever is going on that you wish to discuss. We have 
multiple members throughout the world.  Many people speak multiple languages. So I encourage to 
you come, visit, check out the extensive material that we discuss.  I could not include all of the 
information here.  So, if you are really interested in learning more, I encourage you to come to our 
Discord channel. Not only would we like to grow, but we would like to help anyone who comes to us 
grow as well. We are a family. - Fermouth(Will)
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